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NMC to gain new powers to re-open fitness to practise cases
Commission raises concerns about levels of exercise in UK
Paralysed men move again with spinal stimulation

NMC to gain new powers to re-open fitness to practise cases

NMC to get new legal powers to re-open cases after Mid Staffs HSJ
NMC to gain new powers to re-open fitness to practise cases Nursing Times

Commission raises concerns about levels of exercise in UK

Lack of activity in childhood could be responsible for one in five premature deaths The Daily Mail
UK does less exercise than at any time in all human history – killing 37,000 prematurely in England each year The Independent
Can military manoeuvres tackle Britain's sloth problem? The Telegraph
Lord Coe: Lazy lifestyles will shorten our children’s lives The Telegraph

Paralysed men move again with spinal stimulation

Paralysed men move again with spinal stimulation BBC
Pioneering treatment mimics signals that travel from the brain through spinal cord to initiate movement The Daily Mail
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Spine implant helps paralysed men move legs *The Telegraph*
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**Other**

**BBC**

Scarlet fever: Highest number of cases in 20 years
Antrim Area Hospital: Memo after tube inserted in wrong patient
Llanfairpwll campaign to stop smoking in public places
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**BMJ**

Doctor is struck off for failing to prevent hallucinating patient from discharging herself
Drug company drops case after EMA agrees to redactions in some documents to be published
More than a quarter of commissioners put NHS services out to tender for fear of legal action, survey says
GP is suspended for dishonesty in preparing whiplash injury report
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**The Daily Mail**

GP who says checking your breasts for lumps can do more harm than good
Mega-blasts of radiotherapy save prostate patients weeks of treatment
Men who are circumcised after 35 are nearly half as likely to develop prostate cancer
Nutritionist says kale can ‘send your thyroid haywire and quinoa irritates the gut’
Rise of middle-aged joggers sees surge in ankle replacements as exercise craze puts strain on our bodies
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**The Financial Times**

Takeda ordered to pay $6bn on diabetes drug claim
Pharma reform should go beyond GSK
NHS hospital trust seeks private help
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**HSJ**
Liverpool Women's mulls Middle East expansion
Outgoing NHS Wales chief defends record
Another NHS England director leaves
NHS England director returns as Choices chief
Private patient unit joint ventures face tougher competition scrutiny
NHS England planning new choice and competition research
Ombudsman: Older patients could be 'suffering in silence'
Lamb warns against referrals for 'gay conversion' therapy

Nursing Times
NHS England chief exec shows commitment to culture change
New panel seeks to give nursing 'global voice and vision'
Many mothers not warned of life-threatening postnatal symptoms
RCN welcomes start of new Scottish prescription chart trial
Devon hospital makes French connection
One in three ICU survivors develop depression
Major CVD prevention guidelines focus on long-term risk
Parkinson's patients 'scared' of hospital admission

Pulse
Landmark judicial review to decide on future of MRCGP exam
GPs to take on vaccinating at-risk babies against hepatitis B
Proportion of GDP spent on NHS falls
Refer patients with suspected drug allergies, NICE urges
Flagship £50m extended hours scheme receives 250 bids

The Telegraph
Furred arteries found in ancient skeletons